Personal Protective Equipment: Handle treated seeds in ventilated areas. Wear protective clothing such as long sleeve shirt, long pants, socks and shoes, chemical resistant gloves, goggles and a dust mask. Avoid breathing or making contact with dust. If contaminated, remove clothing and launder before reuse. Wash hands and face before eating, drinking or smoking.

Hazards to Humans and Animals: Harmful to humans if swallowed, inhaled, or absorbed through skin. Ingestion of treated seed may be hazardous to domestic animals, livestock and other wildlife.

Disposal: Cover or collect spilled treated seeds. Dispose of all excess treated seed and bag in accordance with local requirements. Do not contaminate water bodies when disposing of wash waters.

FIRST AID: Eyes: Hold eye open and rinse gently with water for 15 minutes if contact occurs. Remove contact lenses, if possible, before rinsing.

Skin or clothing: Remove contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water. Use soap if available. Swallowed: Call poison center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not induce vomiting; call poison center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Inhaled: Move to fresh air. If not breathing, call 911 or local emergency number immediately.

For emergency medical treatment information, call Cal-CID or Night: (314) 694-4000

**WARNING:** KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. THIS SEED HAS BEEN TREATED WITH SEED PROTECTANTS CATEGORIZED BELOW AT THE PRODUCT'S LABEL DATE. DO NOT USE FOR FOOD, FEED OR OIL, OR PROCESSING PURPOSES. DO NOT FEED TO ANIMALS. STORE AWAY FROM FEED AND OTHER FOODSTUFFS. TREATED SEED EXPOSED ON SOIL SURFACE MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO BIRDS, FISH AND OTHER WILDLIFE.

### GROWING DISEASE UNITS
- **MID-POLLINATION:** 1280
- **BLACK LAYER:** 2540

### LOT NO.
- 754MFR9JH

### VARIETY
- 4688380

### KIND, FIELD CORN
- DATE TESTED: 1/14
- GERM: 95%
- ORIGIN: IA
- TREATMENT: WAIH1

### PURE SEED:
- 99.00%

### OTHER CROP SEED:
- 0.60%

### NOXIOUS WEEDEABLE:
- NONE

### GROUND MATURITY:
- 102

This is a product of MONSANTO's research program offering unique genetic characteristics for specific grower needs and protected by U.S. patent(s): 7,166,760.

---

**HYBRID SEED CORN**

**DKC52-59** (VT3)

**DEKALB BRAND**

**RELATIVE MATURITY:** OVERALL - 102

---

**METABOLITES, TREATED SEED:** Excess treated seed may be used for ethanol production only if the 1:12 by-products are not used for feedstock feed and do not exceed the maximum of 12 by-products or effluent by-products that are used in that agronomic practice. The following effluent by-products are used in that agronomic practice: ACETOSALICYLATE TREATED SEEDS and ACETOSALICYLIC TREATED SEEDS. The use of these effluent by-products may be required to maintain a balance of the feedstock feed and does not exceed the maximum of 12 by-products or effluent by-products that are used in that agronomic practice. The use of these effluent by-products may be required to maintain a balance of the feedstock feed and does not exceed the maximum of 12 by-products or effluent by-products that are used in that agronomic practice.

**RIDGE:**
- **NO. OF PLANT-BACK:** 2
- **NO. OF PLANT-BACK:** 3
- **NO. OF PLANT-BACK:** 4

**SUGGESTED PLATE:**
- **JD:** B25
- **CH:** C25

---

**YieldGard VT Triple**

Growers must plant the following refuge:

- **50%**

**Roundup Ready 2 TECHNOLOGY**

---

**PM**

---

**NOTICE:** See bag for limitation of warranties, liability and remedies.

---

**Monsanto Company - Attention Seed Box - RIO N. Inbirele Blvd. - St. Louis, MO 63137**

**NET WEIGHT PRINTED ON BAG**

**40088L7-38/53**